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ABSTRACT

Many auditory displays strive to include accurate

directional spatial cues, but few provide robust cues for

source distance. This paper considers how including echoes

and reverberation in a spatial auditory display (in order to

create salient cues for source distance) impacts other aspects

of performance, especially speech intelligibility and spatial

unmasking. Preliminary results from masked speech

intelligibility studies (together with results from previous

experiments investigating sound localization) suggest that

including modest amounts of reverberation (such as that

present in a typical, everyday room) can provide useful

distance information without causing large performance

degradations on other tasks.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many researchers have examined how directional sound

location cues can be simulated in a spatial auditory display

[1-7], but relatively less attention has been given to

simulating source distance (although see [8-12]). The most

robust cues for source distance (particularly for unfamiliar

sources) arise from echoes and reverberation [8-19]. While

the ability to judge source distance can be predicted by

considering the reverberation and echoes present [20], the

actual neural mechanism(s) by which source distance i s

computed is not known

This paper focuses on how including reverberation and

echoes in a spatial auditory simulation will impact other

aspects of auditory perception, especially speech perception

in the presence of a competing masking source. The

remaining sections of this paper describe some basic ideas

relevant for understanding how spatial information may

influence masked speech intelligibility in reverberant

settings. Preliminary results from perceptual studies of

masked speech intelligibility in a spatial auditory display

are then presented. The final section summarizes these

results in light of previous investigations of directional

localization accuracy in reverberant rooms.

2. SPATIAL UNMASKING

Spatial auditory cues not only provide a listener with

information about sound source location (a useful result

unto itself), they can allow a listener to better monitor

simultaneous sources when the sources are at different

spatial locations [21, 22]. The phrase spatial unmasking

refers to the improvements in thresholds for masked source

detection and feature discrimination (including

improvements in masked speech reception thresholds) that

arise when a target sound source and an interfering masker

are at different locations in space (relative to when target and

masker are at the same location).

In general, spatial unmasking arises due to both pure

energetic effects and spatial or binaural processing (e.g., see

[22-24]). Energetic effects arise due to the fact that when

target and masker are at the same location in space, the

target-to-masker energy ratio (TMR) is equal at both ears;

however, if the target (or masker) is displaced, the TMR will

generally increase at one ear (the better  ear) and decrease at

the other ear (the worse  ear). In addition, even if one takes

into account the energetic change in TMR at the better ear,

additional spatial unmasking arises (that cannot be

explained by changes in the better-ear TMR) when the target

and masker give rise to different interaural time or level

differences. For detection of low-frequency signals, these

spatial effects can be as large as 15 dB [25-28]. Spatial

effects can lead to as much as 6 dB of unmasking on speech

intelligibility tasks when the masker is a steady-state noise

(that is perceptually easy to distinguish from the target) [22-

24, 29-31]. For tasks in which the target and masker are

difficult to segregate (in cases of so-called informational

masking ), spatial processing can lead to 15 dB of

unmasking [32-36], even for speech signals (where the most

important information is at relatively high frequencies

between 2-5 kHz where binaural processing advantages are

smaller than at lower frequencies).

Because spatial unmasking can provide large

improvements on behavioral tasks, many auditory displays

are designed to provide accurate directional spatial cues,

thus allowing listeners to make use of natural spatial

processing mechanisms for monitoring multiple sources.

3. ECHOES AND REVERBERATION

Currently, there is no consensus on how the auditory system

computes source distance from reverberant signals. However,

it is clear that the relative strength of reverberation

(compared to the direct sound energy reaching the listener)

changes systematically with source distance [10, 18, 20, 37].

This change in the direct-to-reverberant energy ratio causes

concomitant changes in many acoustic properties of the

signals reaching the listener, including interaural

correlation, temporal modulation, and spectral content. Any

or all of these attributes may be used by the auditory system

to compute source distance; more research is needed to

determine which acoustic attributes due to the reverberation

are perceptually relevant.

Although including realistic echoes and reverberation in

a display improves perception of source distance, it causes

small but measurable degradations in perception of source

direction [38, 39]. The fact that echoes and reverberation

distort directional hearing is not surprising, because echoes

and reverberation distort interaural time differences (ITDs),
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interaural level differences (ILDs), and spectral shape, the

main cues for source direction [10, 18, 37, 40]. Previous

results examining how well subjects localize in rooms

(conducted in a moderate-sized classroom with broadband

T60 = 650 ms) show that directional accuracy is only

modestly degraded (mean localization errors are increased

by roughly 25%), but distance perception is significantly

enhanced (by an order of magnitude) compared to in

anechoic space [39, 40].

In addition to influencing spatial perception, echoes and

reverberation alter the temporal modulations in the signal

reaching a listener. In particular, echoes and reverberation

tend to temporally smear out amplitude modulations,

particularly at higher modulation frequencies [41-46].

4. SPEECH IN REALISTIC ROOMS

For quasi-steady-state portions of a speech signal, such as

vowels, the main acoustic features are conveyed by the

relative energy content at each frequency (which is roughly

constant over the vowel duration). However, for most other

speech sounds, information is conveyed through changes in

energy over time and frequency; i.e., much of the

information in a speech signal is conveyed by temporal

modulations in the energy of envelope of the speech signal

at each frequency [47-49].

Because echoes and reverberation can reduce these

temporal modulations, echoes and reverberation can degrade

speech intelligibility in some acoustic environments.

However, for most ordinary  (i.e., relatively small rooms),

the temporal extent of echoes and reverberation is short

compared to the modulations in speech, and only modest

perceptual degradations arise, at least at the ear receiving the

more intense direct sound (e.g., see [42]). Of course, the

severity of the effects of echoes and reverberation on the

signals at the ears varies with the location of the source

relative to the listener because the direct sound level varies

with direct and distance.

These effects are demonstrated in Figure 1, which plots a

sample of a speech signal reaching the left ear in anechoic

space (in black) superimposed over the signal that would

reach the ear in a normal (moderate-sized) classroom (plotted

in gray) for a source at a distance of 1 m and azimuth of 90ß

to the right (in the horizontal plane containing the ears).

These results were generated by measuring the head-related

impulse responses (HRIRs) in the classroom using a

maximum-length sequence technique, then processing raw

speech waveforms through either pseudo-anechoic HRIRs

(in which echoes and reverberation were removed through

time windowing) or reverberant HRIRs  (in which both the

direct and reverberant cues were included).

Results show that echoes and reverberation have the

largest effect on the total signal at the ear when the source i s

at 90ß to the right and the left ear signal is considered. In

these cases, the direct sound energy is relatively low,

leading to large influences of the echoes and reverberation.

5. SPATIAL UNMASKING OF SPEECH IN ROOMS

Echoes and reverberation cause degradations in both

directional hearing and speech intelligibility; thus, echoes

and reverberation may degrade the benefit of spatial

separation of target and masker sources on speech

intelligibility.

In order to examine how realistic room echoes and

reverberation influence spatial unmasking, a study was

conducted under headphones. Target and masker signals

were simulated at different locations using the pseudo-

anechoic and reverberant HRIRs used to process the signal

shown in Figure 1.  The masker was a steady-state noise,

which was always simulated at a position directly in front of

the listener at a distance of 15 cm. The target signals were

nonsense sentences simulated at one of the three distances

(0.15, 1, or 2 m) and two directions (0ß and 90ß) for which

HRIRs were measured, leading to six different target/masker

spatial configurations.

For each spatial configuration, subjects were tested

while listening binaurally, with only the left ear, and with

only the right ear, to allow direct analysis of the advantages

of binaural processing. Two different room conditions were

tested for each spatial configuration and ear  condition,

one simulating anechoic space and one simulating

reverberant conditions.

For each condition, speech reception thresholds were

measured adaptively by varying the target level until 50% of

the sentence key words were understood. Each threshold was

measured four times to estimate final thresholds. Four

normal-hearing subjects completed each test.

Figure 2 plots the raw thresholds of the direct-sound

portion of the target (relative to the direct-sound level of the

masker signal) at the 50% speech-reception threshold. Each

panel gives results for a different individual listener; within

each panel, results are shown as a function of source distance

for the different room conditions and target directions.

The plots in Figure 2 show how threshold TMR at the
listener s better ear changes with spatial configuration of T

and M, but not how the level emitted by T would have to

change to achieve threshold performance. Put another way,

because results are plotted in terms of the TMR at the better

ear at threshold, any changes in the TMR that would arise

due to changes in spatial configuration are hidden. For

instance, there are very large decreases in the target level

reaching the listener as the target moves from very near the

head to a distance of 1 m; however, this overall energy

change is removed given how results are plotted. Similarly,

the TMR at the right (better) ear increases when T is moved

to 90ß relative to when T is at 0… azimuth. However, this

energetic change in the better-ear TMR is removed in Figure

2.  Thus, the plots in Figure 2 generally underestimate the

magnitude of spatial unmasking effects that would obtain in

the real world because, in the plots, energetic effects are (at

least crudely) normalized out.  This method for plotting

the data was chosen because it emphasizes differences in

performance that arise beyond obvious energetic effects.

Additionally, the method used for normalizing  the

results in Figure 2 ignores the reverberant energy from T and

M when computing the TMR at the better ear. Thus, to the

extent that there are differences in TMR in the anechoic and

reverberant conditions, the plot shows the total effect of

adding walls to the listening environment (relative to the

condition when there are no reflective surfaces).
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Figure 1. Sample speech signal reaching the left ear
(from a position of 1 m, 90ß) with and without
reverberation. The reverberated signal shows less
extreme modulation than the anechoic signal
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Overall, the pattern of results is very similar across the

four subjects. Comparing the better-ear (right ear; dotted

line) and binaural (solid line) results, the data show that

directional separation of target and masker leads to binaural

processing advantages of 3-5 dB in both anechoic and

reverberant simulations. Thus, the interaural decorrelation of

the target and masker signals does not cause any significant

decrease in the effectiveness of binaural processing.

When target and masker are in the same direction in

anechoic space, there is no significant or consistent

difference across performance achieved with the left ear

alone, right ear alone, or when listening binaurally. However,

in the reverberant simulations, there is a distinct binaural

processing advantage when the target is at a different

distance than the masker.

When considering the conditions in which T was to the

right, comparisons between the left (worse) and right (better)

ear results show very large differences in monaural

performance. Given the way data are normalized, this

difference primarily reflects the large interaural level

differences (ILDs) in T that occur when T is near and to the

side of the listener [50-52]; this large ILD decreases with

distance, leading to corresponding decrements in the

difference in the left and right ear monaural thresholds with

distance. Comparing anechoic and reverberant results,

Figure 2 shows that the addition of echoes and reverberation

tends to decrease the differences in left- and right-ear

monaural thresholds, especially at the farthest distance

(where the reverberation has the largest impact). To the

extent that reflected target energy is helpful rather than

detrimental to understanding the target, this effect is easily

explained. Specifically, the reflected target energy is (at least

to a first-order approximation) roughly equal at the two ears

for all conditions, whereas the direct sound ILD in the target

is quite large for T near and to the right of the listener. The

echoes and reverberation thus tend to have a large impact on

monaural intelligibility for the acoustically-worse ear, where

there is very little T energy reaching the listener in anechoic

space. Overall, then, the echoes and reverberation tend to

reduce the better ear advantage  by disproportionately

improving performance for the acoustically worse ear.

These results indicate that spatial unmasking of speech

is not only effective in normal reverberant rooms, but that

echoes and reverberation can actually lead to improvements

in binaural processing (e.g., when T and M are both in front

of the listener, but T is relatively far and M is near). This

improvement is probably due to decorrelation of the target

signal in the presence of the masker (which is sufficiently

close to the listener that the effect of reverberation and

echoes on the interaural cues is quite small, leading to an

essentially diotic masking signal). Further, reverberant

energy can lead to improvements in monaural performance

by boosting the effective TMR at the acoustically worse ear.

Thus, moderate levels of reverberation (such as occur in an

ordinary classroom) either lead to improvements or no

noticeable change in both binaural and monaural

conditions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Results of the spatial unmasking study suggest that in a

moderate-sized classroom, binaural processing is as

effective as in anechoic space when target and masker are

separated in direction. In addition, differences in distance in

a reverberant room can also lead to binaural processing

advantages that are as large as the advantages due to

directional separation. These spatial unmasking results

simulated the same reverberant space in which previous real-

world localization studies were performed. In this space,

reverberation and echoes allowed subjects to judge source

distance with good accuracy.

These results demonstrate that including realistic

reverberation in spatial auditory displays improve distance

perception and may even increase spatial unmasking at a

cost of modest (negligible) degradations in directional

localization accuracy. Because realistic echoes and

reverberation also lead to very large improvements in the

subjective realism of spatial auditory displays, most spatial

auditory displays should include echoes and reverberation.

The only compelling reasons for not including realistic

room acoustics in spatial auditory displays may arise from

practical and technical constraints on the simulation that

can be achieved and the amount of processing power that can

be afforded in building a real-time display.

Further work is necessary in order to identify what

aspects of echoes and reverberation are critical for supplying

distance information and realism in spatial auditory

displays. Such knowledge may allow future displays to

incorporate simple reverberation models that yield the

benefits of realistic reverberation with reduced

computational complexity. Similarly, further work

investigating the effects of reverberation on speech

intelligibility and spatial unmasking will allow designers to

make informed choices about how much reverberation to

include, and at what cost.
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Figure 2. Mean TMR in dB RMS at 50% words correct
threshold. Error bars show within-subject std. dev.
Direct-sound TMR is fixed at the right ear to illustrate
the better-ear advantage; this analysis ignores any
positive contributions of T reverberation. Spatial
configuration of target and masker indicated by
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